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See also x:Dynamic x:Mobile x:Mobile Enterprise Siemens Desigo XWorks Plus Command.Digital.AutoHook.2015 External links Bentley Official website References Category:Computing input devicesGinger (The Kinks song) "Ginger" is a song by the English rock band The Kinks. The song was written by Ray Davies and was released in 1969 as the third single from the band's album Arthur (1969) with 'Sitting By The
Window' on the B-side. It was released in the United States on the Polydor label (catalogue number CDC-C-7003), and the Polydor label in Europe (catalogue number 7-30231). In the United States, the song reached number 44 on the Billboard Hot 100. Background "Ginger" was one of the few songs on Arthur (another being "Pin-Ups") that did not carry any of the "Kinks" band members' names in the songwriting credits. The
band would later release a much more successful song from Arthur, "Muswell Hillbilly", which credits the band all together. This also applies to "Ginger", but the song is credited solely to Ray Davies. As far as "Ginger" is concerned, Ray Davies stated in 1970: "I like that song. But the reception it's getting is just confusing. Muswell Hillbilly's a good one, but Ginger - I think I've got something even stronger than that." Song
meaning "Ginger" is an ode to "gigging" (song singing). The lyrics are as follows: I got the Ginger, but the reputation I get now is in the Paree Sure you'll have a cherry now, And the customers are lined up There's no new acts, Every band they all stick to one Well now get the Ginger, Gigging daily in Muswell Hill "Ginger" features another in-joke by Ray Davies, as it is a reference to the "Ginger" whisk which is used by the
band's bassist John Dalton. The "Ginger" whisk was featured in the group's debut single "Apeman" and was also used in the "A Well Respected Man" single. Reception "Ginger" was not as successful as the previous two
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invention relates to a process for the production of ortho-phosphoric acid. In particular, this invention relates to a process for the production of ortho-phosphoric acid from readily available phosphate ore. In the conventional technique for producing phosphoric acid from phosphate ores, the phosphate ore is physically and/or chemically converted into an elemental phosphorous rich powder, the phosphorous is then extracted by
an aqueous solution such as alkali metal hypophosphite and the resulting phosphorous solution is treated to produce phosphoric acid of known purity. This conventional process requires significant energy and many steps to produce a pure grade of phosphoric acid. In an attempt to improve upon this conventional process, it has recently been proposed to recover phosphorous acid from elemental phosphorous by producing
phosphorous acid from elemental phosphorous using sulfuric acid. For example, U.S. Pat. No. 3,940,451 to Meyer discloses a process for the production of phosphorous acid from elemental phosphorous by reacting elemental phosphorous with sulfuric acid in the presence of ammonia and at a temperature between 70.degree. C. and 120.degree. C. The phosphorous acid product from this process is concentrated and then
processed to produce phosphoric acid. While this process may produce phosphoric acid from elemental phosphorous, it results in the generation of by-products such as amorphous phosphorous, ammonium sulfate, ammonium phosphate, sulfate and ammonia. Moreover, this process requires sulfuric acid which must ultimately be disposed of, thus the environmental impact of the process is unfavorable.Primitive 82138339de
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